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Territory Transfer Proposal
• Straightforward proposal - benefits for both districts
• no transfer of school property of any kind
• unifies a community with its hometown schools
• eases “at-capacity” enrollment in local GUSD schools

• Delayed implementation for 5 years that continues
ongoing informal phase-in to minimize disruptions
• Family and school choice that “grandfathers” all
current students and their siblings – no forced moves

Territory Transfer Proposal
A collaborative effort:
City

LCUSD

Citizens

David vs Goliath: Sagebrush ~ 1% of GUSD’s total
enrollment and less than 2% of the district by all other metrics

Fragmented & small: ~ 250 school-aged students, 2000
residents excluded from their hometown schools

Overwhelming support for a Transfer
•

Four petitions from residents since 1961 and two legislative
attempts

•

All petitions have been approved by this County Committee
•
•

one was not funded for election by the Board of Supervisors
Another was the victim of 11th hour backdoor lobbying and politics

• GUSD’s own survey in 2014 found no wavering
• 90% of respondents indicated support for a transfer
• Preferred a transfer over open enrollment by 5:1 margin

• This will not go away – multi-generational
Chief Petitioners and supporters from the past 40 years of petitions
have spoken in support before this County Committee this past week

Attempts for a Negotiated Transfer
•

Petitioners encouraged the districts to collaborate rather than
face another highly contentious and costly battle

•

Substantive Progress Made
•

March 2014 - districts presented a jointly-developed framework for
a transfer to the public – unilaterally discarded later by GUSD

•

May 2016 – GUSD rejected Petitioner’s request for direct talks
with new proposed ideas

•

Community objections resolved, mutual releases in place

The GUSD’s position ultimately boiled down to – $$$$

Key Drivers Behind Petition

Strong Community Identity
Has always identified with, and been a part of, La Cañada with
little affiliation to City of Glendale or GUSD
• The primary purpose and benefits of a Transfer are to provide
students with enrichment opportunities to increase their Social
Capital.
• Research-based studies have linked strong, engaged and cohesive
communities (high Social Capital) with positive results for student
achievement
• Conversely, communities that are fragmented are less likely to
increase their Social Capital and lead to poorer student
achievement
• “In a time when schools are seeking to improve and communities
are seeking stability, it is difficult to understand how anyone
could say that community identity is not significant.” - DOE

Good Public Policy
•

Robust policy demands community interests be respected
• So stated California’s Commission on Local Governance for the 21st
Century: “that county committees on school district reorganization be
required to consider, to the extent feasible, making school district
boundary changes respect city and special district boundaries.”

• Transfer takes into account broader public policy concerns,
seeking to increase civic engagement and participation in the
governance process for education
• Local Educational Rationale
• Provide enrichment opportunities that are the byproduct of LCF’s
collective social and community capital directed toward its children and
its local public schools
• Expand and strengthen student’s Social Capital that is proven to benefit
student achievement, safety and well-being

Safety First

Safety First
Let’s be clear on our message here tonight
• No intention to question GUSD’s safety concerns for
its students nor denigrate its emergency
preparedness
• Intention is to eliminate an element of added risk in
the event of an unforeseen disaster – taking a
precaution now that could greatly increase student
safety in a future emergency

Safety First
A primary benefit of a Transfer is an appreciably
safer environment for students in the emergencies
we frequently face
• By Addressing Means of Access & Safe Passage
• By Creating a More Seamless Coordination Between
Municipal and First Responder Agencies

Pickens Canyon Video
in Safety First Section
was imbedded here

Safety First
Limited Access to GUSD’s Elementary
Multiple Direct Access to LCUSD’s Elementary

Safety First
Pickens Canyon & footbridge location

Red lines indicate main access streets in Sagebrush area

Safety First
Pickens Canyon footbridge – a choke point limiting
access to MAE from the Sagebrush area

Safety First
Pickens Canyon footbridge – Choke point/bottleneck at the
GUSD-owned access lot to MAE – Sagebrush side

Ocean View Boulevard – The Territory – Oct 24, 2016 – 10am

Safety First
If footbridge disabled, La Crescenta has multiple access routes
to MAE while Sagebrush would have greater challenges

Safety First
Limited Access to GUSD Elementary School
• Mt. Avenue Elementary (MAE) school is isolated from the Sagebrush area
by Pickens Canyon – a formidable natural geological boundary - only one
crossing in nearly two miles
• Some have attempted to downplay the severity of this canyon – simply not
true, it drains a vast watershed and is a torrent of rocks and mud in a heavy
downpour
• A GUSD-owned footbridge provides the only means of direct access to
MAE on foot – no other crossings. If the bridge were disabled for any
reason, Sagebrush students at MAE would be isolated from their families
• Access to Footbridge from Territory is a chokepoint and becomes a traffic
bottleneck especially during an Emergency
• If footbridge is disabled, Territory families would have great challenge
reaching their kids at MAE and it would cause complications for first
responders and La Crescenta families during an emergency

Safety First
Local emergencies are a constant threat

Station Fire Video Clip
was imbedded here

Safety First
Community emergencies are a certainty in our area

Devastation on Ocean View Blvd after 2010 Debris Flow

Safety First
Community emergencies are a certainty in our area

Devastation on Ocean View Blvd after 2010 Debris Flow

Safety First
Community emergencies are a certainty in our area
• Following the 2009 Station Fire a massive debris flow in Feb
2010 occurred down Ocean View Blvd., the very street from
which this footbridge is accessed via the GUSD-owned lot
• When Sagebrush residents were evacuated due to the
Station Fire, they were sheltered at LCUSD schools thanks to
the coordination between LCUSD and the City of LCF
• The following year, the capacity of the Pickens Debris Basin
(located just southeast of Mountain Avenue Elementary)
was increased by 31,000 cubic yards, by raising its spillway,
outlet tower and channel walls – testimony to additional
precautions taken to address the threats this area faces

Safety First
Pickens Canyon Debris Basin

Safety First
More Direct Access to LCUSD Elementary School
• Now that 80+ Sagebrush (K-6) kids attend La Cañada
schools on permit from MAE, their parents have one less
worry to reach them in a major emergency
• LCUSD’s Palm Crest Elementary has multiple access routes
from nearly every direction including a walking path
• And for middle and senior high school students, the City
of LCF provides free busses that make several stops along
Foothill Boulevard in Sagebrush on a direct route to LC 712th campus every 15 minutes from 6 am to 6:30 pm
Monday through Friday

Safety First
Improved Emergency Communication & Coordination
• Cycle of fire, storms and debris flows is a constant threat to
Foothill communities
• Sagebrush students would be safer under LCUSD’s
jurisdiction due to enhanced communication and
coordination among municipal and emergency-responder
agencies
• Local law enforcement, emergency and operational
planning would be simplified, unified, streamlined
• Following a disaster the ever-present recommendation for
improvement is to further streamline communications and
response coordination

Safety First
Streamlined Coordination and Response

Which emergency response structure best ensures student safety?

Safety First
Streamlined Coordination and Response
Why is this important?

……a lack of communication and coordination is
usually the primary reason for a flawed response to
disaster situations!

Safety First
Improved Emergency Communication & Coordination
• The elimination of GUSD from safety matters affecting La Cañada
students and their families would streamline response time and
crisis management.
• GUSD has little or no relationship with the City of LCF. GUSD was
not a party to LCF’s Local Hazard Mitigation Plan on file with the
state and FEMA.
• LCUSD is identified as a “key organization” by LCF in its
Emergency Plans including use of all LCUSD sites for emergency
situations.
• LCUSD also has a robust emergency preparedness program
coordinated with the City of La Cañada including earthquake
drills and extensive disaster preparedness supplies for all its
students, faculty and staff.

Safety First
The Territory Transfer Would Improve The Following

•

Move Territory students out of harms way





•

No traffic chokepoint
No dependence on a footbridge
More access points with LCUSD Palm Crest
Improved access around GUSD MAE during
an Emergency

Eliminate GUSD from safety matters related to LCF
residents

Closing Comments -5 Minutes

GUSD’s Proposal Fails
Open enrollment is not the solution – it does not address
the core issues behind every one the Petitions
•

Lacks the permanent certainty Sagebrush parents and
students deserve – not to mention the community

•

Subject to the whim of future boards with different
policies and priorities

•

Sagebrush parents would still lack a meaningful voice
in the governance of their school district
•
•

overwhelmed within the behemoth GUSD district
unable to vote within the LCUSD district

GUSD’s Self-incrimination
By its own statements and actions, GUSD undermines the
validity of their opposing arguments
•

GUSD is misrepresenting the impacts of a transfer

•

What was apparently acceptable to them in the past is now
“devastating” and unacceptable

•

Consider these facts:
•

GUSD trumpets their willingness to release all Sagebrush students – yet
claim it would be devastating for those same students to transfer

•

LCUSD has committed to release all students who wish to attend GUSD –
yet GUSD postures that Sagebrush students would be forced to relocate

•

GUSD implies that teachers may lose their jobs – yet two of their local
schools have classes at full capacity and sending local students elsewhere

Duplicitous and contradictory positions!

No Return to the Past
Once again GUSD is using fear-mongering and mis-information
via its e-mails and robo-calls to cloud the facts and issues
Consider the accommodations in the 2014 agreement framework:
• an informal phase-in period for the student transfers (precedence)

• agreement to release & accept all students who applied
• Continuing bond payments during the phase-in period
• no issue with GUSD’s retained ownership of its access lot

All of these considerations remain agreeable to the
Petitioners and, I believe, LCUSD

Words of Advice
• GUSD should respect the fact that we are currently their
constituents and expect to be listed to, not targeted and fed
mis-information
• Apparently GUSD believes that its public statements and
actions mean little and can be ignored at their whim – that is
public disservice at the highest level
• Is Supt. Roberson even aware that some of the community
people he is listening to and being advised by today are the
very same people that were arguing to secede from GUSD
just last year – for much the same reasons as us?
• The petitioners have always strived to take the high road on
this issue and base our statements on facts. GUSD should try
that as well – they may find it refreshing

Appendix

CEQA Perspective

(1)

Land Use and Planning
• Guidelines used by the LA County Planning Department, LAFCO (2)
and many municipalities consider the impact a new project may
have on neighborhoods
• The reason for this is clear, so as to not create artificial
boundaries that divide communities and separate jurisdictions
• The CA Commission on Local Governance (mentioned earlier)
apparently also supports this policy

• How would such a division be viewed today? – would likely be
seen as a CEQA defect with a recommendation to be avoided
(1)
(2)

CEQA = California Environmental Quality Act
LAFCO = Local Area Formation Commission

